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Postoperative Respiratory Complications of Laryngeal Mask Airway and
Tracheal Tube in Ear, Nose and Throat Operations
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Background: Supraglottic devices could be used to reduce postoperative respiratory complications, but there are few studies focused on
their use in more prolonged surgeries.
Objectives: In this study, we compared postoperative respiratory complications in patients with prolonged ear, nose and throat (ENT)
surgeries, whose airways were controlled with tracheal tube or laryngeal mask airway (LMA).
Materials and Methods: In a randomized control trial (RCT), 171 candidates of prolonged ENT surgeries were randomly assigned into
two groups. In group one (n = 85) LMA and in group two (n = 86) endotracheal tube were used for airway control. The incidences of four
postoperative respiratory complications including sore throat, hoarseness, cough and shortness of breath in immediate postoperative
period were measured and compared among patients of each group.
Results: Sore throat was recorded in 32.9% of patients with LMA and 44.2% of intubated patients, but it was not statistically significant
(Fisher’s Exact test = 0.158). Hoarseness was recorded in 3.5% of patients with LMA and 24.4% of intubated patients (Fisher’s Exact test
= 0.000). In 1.2% of patients with LMA cough was recorded; it was also seen in 7% of the intubated patients (Fisher’s Exact test = 0.005).
Shortness of breath was mentioned by two intubated patients (2.3%) and in patient with LMA we did not record this complication.
Conclusions: LMA in prolonged ENT surgeries was associated with reduced respiratory complications.
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1. Background
Postoperative respiratory complications are common
in surgical patients. Trauma of airway maneuvers (laryngoscopy) and devices (tracheal tube) are among the different mechanisms involved in these incidences. These
complications could be more serious in prolonged surgeries. A suitable airway control device must protect airways from aspiration. In elective surgeries, the risk of gastric content aspiration of laryngeal mask airway (LMA) is
not more than tracheal tube. In addition, these devices
that have no access to the trachea do not traumatize the
region and there are too many studies focused on reducing postoperative respiratory complications with supraglottic devices.
There is a general tendency towards using supraglottic
devices in ear, nose and throat (ENT) surgeries (1). Unlike
many surgeries, there is no need for high intraoperative
inspiratory pressure. Although the patient’s head is out
of reach, it is usually fixed during the whole length of the
surgery. Laryngeal mask can effectively protect lower airways against blood, secretions and irrigation fluids during surgery. Even in prolonged ENT surgeries, supraglot-

tic devices are good choices and the length of surgery is
not a definite limiting factor for their use.

2. Objectives

In this study, patients with prolonged ENT surgeries
who were more prone to respiratory complications (2)
were selected and the incidences of four respiratory complications including sore throat, hoarseness, cough and
shortness of breath in immediate postoperative period
were compared between laryngeal mask and endotracheal tube. These symptoms and signs are sources of postoperative discomfort in surgical patients. In addition, they
could be surrogate markers of the respiratory system injury and indicate the parts of respiratory system that are
more prone to be insulted by airway devices.

3. Materials and Methods

In a double-blind randomized control study, 171 candidates of the American society of anesthesiologists physical status classes I and II for ENT surgeries of more than
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90 minutes were enrolled in Hazrat-e-Rasol medical
complex (Tehran, Iran). Approval was obtained from a
local ethics committee (IRB) and all the human subjects
signed written informed consents. The study protocol
confirmed the ethical guidelines of the 1975 Declaration
of Helsinki. Although we did not want to have any age
limitation, we chose patients to whom we could have a
clear communication. The ages of the patients were more
than 13 years; they must have had no airway anomalies,
history of chronic or acute respiratory diseases or smoking. Obese patients, pregnant women, and patients with
gastroesophageal reflux, drug addiction or chronic use
of corticosteroid drugs were excluded from the study.
Most of the ENT surgeries in this study were ear surgeries,
functional endoscopic sinus surgery (FESS), rhinoplasty,
parotid surgeries and septoplasty. Patients with surgeries on throat and lower regions of the respiratory system
were excluded from the study.
Patients were randomly (table of random numbers) divided into two groups. In the first group LMA and in the
second group endotracheal tube were used for airway
control. In both groups single-use polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) devices were used. The size of LMA for each patient
was the recommended size based on the ideal weight of
the patient and for endotracheal tube it was the estimated size of the glottis during laryngoscopy. The volume of
air for inflating cuffs in both devices was according to the
Just-Seal volume method and was as low as just preventing leakage during normal ventilation. Classic method
was used for placement of LMA and K-Y jelly was used for
lubrication. We used mouth pack for all the patients.
Fentanyl, 5 µg/kg was used for narcotic loading dose.
Propofol, 2 mg/kg and atracurium, 0.5 mg/kg were used
for induction and muscle relaxation, respectively. After
tracheal intubation (laryngoscopy) or LMA insertion
(classic method), anesthesia was maintained with propofol, 100 µg/kg/min and fentanyl, 3 µg/kg/h. Standard
monitoring was used during the anesthesia and 85% O2, 4
L/min was used for ventilation. At the end of the surgery,
the airway device was withdrawn when the patient was
fully awake. Postoperative pain control protocol of the
ENT ward was applied for all of the patients. One to two
hours after discharging the patients from the recovery
room we asked them about four postoperative respiratory complications: sore throat, hoarseness, cough and
shortness of breath. Positive or negative responses were
recorded by independent observers who were not aware
of the airway control method in each patient.
According to the literature, 45% of intubated patients
develop sore throat following general anesthesia. We
hypothesized that by using laryngeal mask this number should drop to 20%. Therefore, with an alpha error
equal to 0.05 and 90% power, we needed 155 subjects
in two equal groups to examine this in a two-sided test
approach; adding 10% for possible dropouts, we needed
about 171 patients.
We compared the proportions using chi-squared test.
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T-test was used for comparing the means. IBM SPSS statistics version 19.0, Armonk, NY, IBM Corp. was used for data
analyses.

4. Results

Sixty-eight patients were male and 103 were female. Laryngeal mask was used in 41% of male patients and 55%
of female patients. The range of patients’ age was 13 - 83
years. The lengths of surgeries were from 90 minutes to
five hours and 45 minutes. We divided the patients according to the length of their surgery into three groups:
1. Operation time = 90 - 149 minutes.
2. Operation time = 150 - 209 minutes.
3. Operation time ≥ 210 minutes.
Table 1 indicates the baseline comparison of the patients and randomizations that seemed to be properly
performed.
We considered sore throat as any kind of unpleasant
sensation in the throat region like pain with or without
swallowing. Sore throat was recorded in 32.9% of patients
with LMA and 44.2% of the intubated patients, but it was
not statistically significant (Fisher’s exact test = 0.158).
Hoarseness was recorded in 3.5% of patients with LMA
and 24.4% of the intubated patients (Fisher’s exact test =
0.000). In 1.2% of patients with LMA cough was reported;
it was also seen in 12.8% of intubated patients (Fisher’s
exact test = 0.005). Shortness of breath was mentioned
by two intubated patients (2.3%) and in the LMA group we
did not record this complication. We compared the number of patients with one and more than one complaint
between the two groups. Table 2 shows the number of
patients with at least one complication and patients who
had more than one complication and both of these figures were greater in the intubated patients.
We asked the patients to describe their recorded severity of sore throat, which was described by patients as
mild, moderate and severe and there was no significant
difference in the severity of sore throat between the two
groups. We divided our patients into five age groups: less
than 15, 15 - 29, 30 - 44, 45 - 59 and more than 60 years old.
The highest incidence of sore throat was recorded in 15
- 29-year-old patients and it decreased in older groups.
Higher incidence of cough was recorded in female patients (10.7% versus 1.5%, P = 0.029).
Among these respiratory complications, the incidence
of hoarseness had a significant relationship with the
duration of operation in the intubated patients (Figure
1) and it was more common in intubated patients whose
surgeries lasted more than 210 minutes.
Three patients in the LMA group were exited from the
study because we changed their LMA to tracheal tube. In
one of these patient LMA could not maintain adequate
ventilation before the start of surgery. In the other two,
although LMA effectively ventilated the patient, the fog
produced by minimal leakage of air and the blood splash
obscured the endoscopy lens and we had to change LMA
to tracheal tube.
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Table 1. Baseline Comparison between the Study Groups

Intervention Group (Laryngeal Mask Airway)

Gender

P Value
χ2 = 3.29 a

Male

28 (32.9%)

40 (39.8%)

Female

57 (67.1%)

46 (53.5%)

< 30

41 (48.2%)

38 (44.2%)

30 - 44

21 (24.7%)

29 (33.7%)

45 - 59

13 (15.3%)

13 (15.1%)

> 60

10 (11.8%)

6 (7.0%)

90 - 149

32 (37.6%)

30 (34.9%)

150 - 209

29 (34.1%)

36 (41.9%)

> 210

24 (28.2%)

20 (23.3%)

Age Group, y

Duration of Operation, min

a χ2 : Chi-squared.

Table 2. Comparing Different Outcomes in Intervention Groups
Complications

Intervention Group
(Laryngeal Mask Airway)

Cough

Sore throat

Shortness of breath

1 (1.2%)

11 (12.8%)

P = 0.005

28 (32.9%)

38 (44.2%)

P = 0.158

0 (0.0%)

2 (2.3%)

Fisher’s Exact P = 0.251

3 (3.5%)

21 (24.4%)

P < 0.001

29 (34.1%)

32 (37.2%)

2 (2.4%)

19 (22.1%)

P < 0.001

One complication
Two or more

Figure 1. The Incidence of Immediate Postoperative Hoarseness in
Patients With Endotracheal Tube
60%
50%
40%
30%

LMA

20%

INTUBATED

10%
0%
150-209 min

>210 min

Duration of operation
The incidence increased in patient who had longer ENT surgeries (90 to
210 minutes).

5. Discussion
Our study excluded ENT patients with airway anomalies, respiratory diseases and surgeries in throat and
lower respiratory regions, which could influence postoperative respiratory complications. The devices we use
for a single invasive procedure like intubation could be
Anesth Pain Med. 2015;5(4):e25111

χ2 = 0.55

P Value

Total No. of complications

90-149 min

χ2 = 0.90

Control Group (Tracheal Tube)

Hoarseness

Percentage with hoarseness

Control Group (Tracheal Tube)

associated with different incidences of respiratory complications, like what we can see in Najafi et al. (3) study, in
which sore throat and hoarseness was recorded with lesser incidences for Glide Scope than Macintosh laryngoscopy. As an invasive procedure, we expect laryngoscopy
to be associated with increased risk of postoperative airway complications, but laryngoscopy for LMA placement
has facilitated the procedure and also decreased the incidence of sore throat (3, 4). We did not want to use LMA
in more than three-hour surgeries, but as the operation
time is not predictable, some of the surgeries took more
time and when LMAs were working properly, we decided
to continue the operation with those devices.
LMA as a supraglottic device in elective ENT operations
is now considered as a standard choice (1). Although the
duration of operation could be a limiting factor, the use
of supraglottic device for elective prolonged ENT operations has been reported since 2001 (4, 5). The traditional
fear of increased risk of gastric content aspiration with
LMA does not exist anymore (5, 6). Among different supraglottic devices (6-8), ProSeal LMA and Flexible LMA
seem to be more suitable for ENT operations.
We considered sore throat as any kind of unpleasant
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sensation in the throat region like pain with or without
swallowing. In some studies this symptom has been divided into different types like sore throat, dysphagia,
pharyngeal dryness and even jaw pain (8-10).
Sore throat in immediate postoperative period was
more common in the intubated patients (44.2% vs. 32.9%);
but, the difference was not significant. It was more common in 15 - 29-year-old patients and its incidence decreased in older candidates. In outpatient surgery (when
we expect less prolonged surgeries), the incidence of sore
throat was 3% for mask ventilation, 18% for LMA and 45%
for endotracheal tube (1). In Grady et al. (2) study, more
prolonged operation was associated with increased incidence of sore throat (49 ± 14 minutes vs. 39 ± 14 minutes).
Najafi et al. found higher incidence of sore throat in longer surgeries (3), but most studies have not considered
length of surgery as a factor in changing the incidence
of postoperative respiratory complications. It seems that
the overall incidences of postoperative sore throat have
been 14% -50% for tracheal tube and 5.8% - 34% for LMA
(8, 9); however, some studies have found the incidence
of postoperative sore throat to be as high as 92% (10, 11).
Oh et al. (12) divided this symptom to sore throat and
dysphagia, but the sum of their incidences for LMA (31%)
was identical to our findings. Orandi et al. recorded sore
throat in 51% of intubated females who had 110-minute
surgeries (13). There are also studies that have found similar incidences of sore throat for endotracheal intubation
and LMA (13, 14). Our study was performed in a teaching
hospital and some complications that are directly related to the experience of the trainees were expected to be
more common. According to this study, the risk of sore
throat with LMA for prolonged ENT operation was not
more than tracheal tube and in this range of time (90 to
210 minutes) the risk of sore throat for endotracheal tube
and LMA did not increase with time.
Different methods have been tested for reducing the
risk of postoperative sore throat after tracheal intubation
or LMA placement. Using laryngoscope and introducers
have lowered the sore throat incidence of LMA (14, 15).
Ketamine gargle, application of betamethasone gel (8 7),
Intra-cuff dexamethasone (16), selection of smaller tubes
with smaller cuffs, avoiding the application of anesthetic
spray and administration of succinylcholine are some of
the different methods proposed to reduce the incidence
of sore throat (1, 8-10, 15, 17-19).
Mild local irritation and edema of the vocal cords are
usually the causes of hoarseness, which resolve in several postoperative days. More prolonged postoperative
hoarseness could also be seen, which heralds more severe injuries. Recurrent laryngeal nerve trauma, contactulcer granuloma, laryngeal cartilage injuries and vocal
cord hematoma are among other causes of postoperative
hoarseness, which indicates how airway devices could
potentially cause major injuries in respiratory structures.
Hoarseness was seen in 3.5% of the LMA patients and
24.4% of the intubated patients (Fisher’s Exact test =
4

0.000). The incidence of hoarseness in intubated patients had a direct relationship with the length of surgery. For LMA, this correlation could not be seen. LMA has
direct access to phonation structures, but the incidence
of hoarseness in this group was significantly less than
the intubated patients. Christensen et al. (19, 20), found
that in as high as 50% of intubated patients hoarseness
could be seen and this figure was about 15% for LMA (2).
According to our findings, the duration of operation was
an important factor which increased the incidence of
postoperative hoarseness in intubated patient.
Local irritation of respiratory mucosa by tracheal tube
is the most common cause of cough. In ENT surgeries, we
usually need to extubate an awake patient and bucking
on the tube could exaggerate this mechanical irritation.
The aspiration of secretion from the upper parts of the
respiratory tract that could be seen for both tracheal tube
and LMA is another cause of tracheobronchial mucosal irritation. LMA does not enter the trachea; so, mechanical
irritation does not occur; it could also be an effective barrier against fluids entrance (1). The incidence of cough in
the LMA patients was 1.2% and for the intubated patients
it was 12.8% (Fisher’s Exact test = 0.005). Cough was more
common among female patients (10.7% vs. 1.5%). Kristensen recorded cough in 18.5% of intubated patients (19,
20). Grady et al. (2) observed cough in 25% of intubated
patients, but in 0% of patients with laryngeal mask. Our
observation showed a lower incidence of cough in the
LMA group than in the intubated patients. It may have
also indicated that LMA produces were more effective isolation methods for the lower respiratory tract.
Shortness of breath was seen in two intubated patients,
but no significant difference was observed in comparison with the LMA group. In patients who had shortness
of breath, we could not find significant tachypnea or respiratory distress.
We observed a significant difference in the incidence of
patients with least one respiratory complication (34% vs.
37%) and patients with more than one respiratory complication (2.4% vs. 22.1%) between the two groups (Table 2). If
we consider this finding as a surrogate marker of respiratory system invasion, we can conclude that LMA is a less
invasive device and its degree and extent of insult is less
than endotracheal tube.
The aspiration of gastric content in elective patients
with LMA did not occur more than in patients with tracheal tube. In most ENT surgeries, head-up position is the
preferred intraoperative position. This position prevents
gastric content regurgitation into the esophagus and
hence into the lower respiratory tract. It also helps the
diaphragm to move freely and with less pressure gradient. We did not see gastric distension in our patients, but
this complication could occur in all the cases with LMA,
regardless of the length of surgery. In patients with LMA,
gastric distention must be monitored continuously, and
if it could not be corrected by repositioning, we must
change LMA to tracheal tube.
Anesth Pain Med. 2015;5(4):e25111
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Only in one of our patients LMA could not maintain sufficient ventilation, which was detected in the beginning
of the surgery. There was no critical incidence during the
intraoperative period in other cases. We found that LMA
was an easy device for airway control in ENT operations
longer than 90 minutes. Hoarseness and cough were less
common with this device in patients with normal airway
anatomy. The fixation of this device for such prolonged
operations in which we have limited access to the patient’s face must be done properly. In some occasional
cases of FESS surgery, LMA leakage may produce fog or
splashes of blood on the endoscopy lens, which could
make the surgeon change the LMA to tracheal tube.
One of our main limitations in this study was the surgeons who thought LMA was unsafe and could not prevent the aspiration of the upper airway secretion, but
they adapted with the device during the study progress
and found it reliable.
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